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RESEARCH QUESTIONS.
1.How does the user describe multi-dimensional experiences with physical/digital objects?
2.How does the user characterize meaningful experiences through their connections/relationships with physical/
digital objects?
3.What are the differences or similarities in the user experience between the physical artifact/object and its digital
surrogate?
FINDINGS.
Quantitative Statistical Analysis
Pearson Correlation analysis was used to examine the relationship between ages of the users, their digital/physical
rating score and digital/physical times spent with collections. Results indicated there is a positive correlation
between age, r = 0.472, n=20, p = .036 at the 0.05 level two-tailed. This suggests the older the user is, the more
time they may spend studying the digital collections. Results also showed a positive correlation between time spent
on digital collections and rating score for digital use, r = .607, n = 20, p = .005 at the 0.01 level two-tailed. This
suggests the users who spent more time on the digital collection tended to rate a higher score for digital use.
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ABSTRACT. Librarians and archivists have embraced innovative technologies in providing users a way to
engage with collections. This engagement is increased through various forms of social media “sharing” which
broadens cultural institutions visibility to new or remote users. While we gain strides in designing new ways to
access digital collections what are users losing in sensory (sight, touch, sound, smell) and emotional experience at
the digital level? A phenomenological approach consisting of observation and semi-structured interviews was used
to investigate user experience with physical objects and their digital surrogates. Students, faculty and staff from a
large academic institution were grouped into two sets—ages 18-29 representing digital natives and ages 30-60
representing digital immigrants. The analysis was based on 20 interviews and 40 video recordings, and observation
notes. Using attributes associated with sensual, emotional, spatiotemporal, and numinous qualities, findings suggest
users experienced little difference between the two and simple three-dimensional physical objects to their digital
surrogates. However, perceptions and expectations of the complex three-dimensional objects did not always
translate their sensorial aesthetic attributes. Depth, size, texture and interactive complexities of the physical objects
were perceived differently in their physical form than their digital—intrinsic information that can provide
additional knowledge about the creator's meaning and intent or purpose of construction. Users overall spent more
time with the written context of digital objects than the physical objects. However, users experienced a high level
of engagement with the complex physical objects based on their interest level or emotional attachment and less on
supporting documents. Lastly, numinous qualities were experienced only at the physical level.
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Results for group statistics analysis during an independent sample two-tailed t-test indicated there is a statistically
significant difference in physical time, digital time, and overall rating. The results suggest that when users start with
physical collections first, more time is committed than with the digital collections showing a mean of 964.3 for
physical and 451.2 for digital. When users started with the digital collections, users tended to spend more time with
the digital collections than the physical showing a mean of 1150.0 for digital and 621.7 for physical. Overall, the
time spent on the digital collections is significantly higher than with physical collections showing a mean of 12.55
(digital) and 11.55 (physical)
Qualitative Statistical Analysis
Sensual Affect through Aesthetics and Novelty: The sensorial qualities of the digital surrogates were visual beauty
and novel characteristics. Any manipulation of these objects relied on the interface. The sensorial qualities of
physical objects had the additional attributes of sound and touch. Visual aesthetics, the feel of the objects, and
physical manipulation gave the user a multi-sensory experience. Although both physical and digital objects had
sensorial qualities, the physical object engaged more cognitive senses.
Emotional Affect through Inquisitive Thinking and Emotions: Context of the object played a significant role in the
digital platform with users spending more time reading than viewing the objects. Users were both inquisitive and
self-reflective asking questions about the history of the object, who is the creator, or what motivated the collector.
Users’ experiences with the physical objects also encouraged inquisitive thinking and self-reflection. Where the
context on the digital platform was the primary focus, many of the participants used the physical object as their
primary source of information.
Spatiotemporal Affect through Connections: Users made connections with both digital and physical objects.
Numinous Affect through Transformations: This is the only attribute that did not appear to be experienced with
the digital surrogates. The transformative affect was experienced with the physical objects such as loss, death and
hope as a recurring theme. The loss of physical evidence through digitization of the highly complex altered book
was evident by the intensity of the users’ experience with the physical object versus digital.
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CONCLUSION. Although the study showed that users had similar experiences
with both the physical and digital objects, the physicality of the highly complex
objects provided a more intense experience allowing users to be fully engaged
emotionally creating a numinous affect of fascination, anticipation, mortality, loss,
and hope. The phenomena of materiality is what authenticity can be defined by—
the subjective experience through which the physicality of an object can elicit
experiential, meaningful, and affective responses than what was intended by the
creator. What we are observing here are the differences between the digital object
and the authentic “real” material object. It is essential that metadata must include
the archival core principles of context—provenance, creator’s intent, and
treatment of collection into the descriptions of digital objects. But there are other
subtle elements that can be lost during digital translation such as external formal
features, elements of intrinsic value that present additional information. These can
be notations, color, type, and impressions.

